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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

DISNEY AND MARXISM
‘First Gay Kiss Shows Pro-Marxism’

3/01/17 – EDWARD C NOONAN, Former 2012 & 2016 Presidential Candidate alert:

nypost.com has posted an article today titled, “Disney has its first gay kiss.”

The American Resistance Party states, “Disney has fallen prey to the Marxist mindset. Wikipedia: LGBT rights in communism has evolved radically throughout history. In the 20th century, Marxist states and parties varied on LGBT rights, with some being among the first political parties to support LGBT rights, while others maintained anti-LGBT views. In the 21st century, communist parties are generally pro-LGBT rights and the only Communist state left in the Americas, Cuba, has supported pro-LGBT policy since the 1970s.”

This first gay kiss shows pro-Marxism. Disney must be boycotted indefinitely!
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